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Абђутаст: The application of multiple - criteria analysis т decision making 15 particularly convenient т cases where 
sufjicient information about the studied geological system is not available. 4s mines are characterized by dynamism 
Тп terms of continuous expansion from the beginning of ore exploitatioh to the very епа ој their working life, so the 
processes of excavating and draining the mine are very сотрјех activities. The whole process requires continuous 
adjustment to тће newly created conditions during the exploitatioh of ore, which conditions the establishment and 
development of ап algorithm јог а successfu! plan (0 excavate апа protect mineral raw materials deposits јуот 
groundwater. Characteristics of the ore deposit itself are опе of the most important factors тт the judgement and 
decision-making of the optimal solutioh. Since mines are complex systems, choosing ће right method ој exploitation 
т complex geological conditions апа drainage plans seems like a not-so-simple task. Fuzzy logic 15 useful јог 
solving: such complex and сопјИспте situations. Мапу real decisioh-making problems involve a јасот of 
unceFtainty, апа most human assessments cannot always be accurately expressed. т addition, the criteria are often 
subjective апа qualitative, as well as а large number of complex рататетет5, which negatively ајјест decision- 
making. П is precisely because of these conditions that fuzzy logic is proposed т multi-criterioh decision-making 
because its application represents ап ејјеспуе way fo present mathematically uncertain апа inaccurate assessments, 

апа because of the broađ application when evaluating criteria апа ranking altermatives. Developed complex 
interdisciplinary algorithm contributes 10 quality апа sustainable тапаретет of тте development, both by 
choosing the method of excavation ој deposits апа protecting the тте from the influx of groundWater. 

Keywords: underground exploitationh, ттте method, тте dewaterihg, fuzzy logic 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Тће aim ог this рарег is to present the established and developed procedure method -algorithm 
applied when choosing ће mining method for mining raw material deposit as well as when choosing, the 
system for the protection from groundwatr and that in complex hydrogeologic conditions when there is 
underway а dynamic деуејортепе ог ће minc that is subject to continual changes. This mceans 
applicatton mode and solving the problems for the adequate choice of the variant in dewatering and 
mining method. Fuzzy logics — fuzzy optimization (method of fuzzy analytical hierarchical process — 
ЕАНР) is applied for explorations. 

FAHP method is presented as a more advanced analytical method in relation to method AHP. It 
represents a combination ог classical АНР method (Saaty, 1980) and ће theory ог set ог triangular fuzzy 
numbers (Zadeh, 1965), and 15 implemented by using triangular fuzzy numbers (Chang, 1996, Deng, 
1999). Modification ог ће method AHP into ЕНАР consists ог the following relative relation ог ће 
importance of the optimization criteria is described by linguistic expressions defined by experts, and they 
are being modeled by fuzzy numbers, that is, fuzzy numbers describe elements ог ће matrix pairs that 
compare relative relationship importance of the optimality criteria. 
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In method ЕАНР comparing alternatives is допе to form рапз that ате being сотрагеа. Тће 
criteria for selection are being defined and are compared with sub criteria, and then for the same level 
depending on the importance of each, taking into consideration the calculation of the process that is made 
according to ће defined hicrarchical structure. When comparing fuzzy pairs, ће decision maker 
examines two alternatives considering опе criferium and points to the advantage, Тће results ог ће 
comparison, as numbers from FAHP scale (Tolga et al., 2005, Zhu et al.1999 Lamata 2004) are included 
into the adequate matrix on the basis of which are calculated local vectors of priority that is weight 
coefficicnt ог compared elements As already mentioned, comparison of pairs 15 допе by way of a 
comparing scale that adds numeric values. 

Figure 1 shows ће algorithm and steps that are being taken, beginning with defining specific 
problems when performing mines excavating and protection from groundwaters for the observed case 
until the selection of the optimal variant of the defense system. Knowledge, experience, subjective 
evaluations and intuition ог experts ћауе essential influence оп all three parts ог the algorithm. 

The first part of the algorithm refers to designing variant solutions for protection of raw mineral 
deposits from groundwater, as well as the designing solutions јог methods to perform excavating 
underground mines. Тће aim 15 (0 decrease groundwater levels under the level ог the mining field, 1.е. the 
drainage of the mine, and on the other hand determine the optimal mining method that would enable 
economically cost-effective exploitation of ore. In the second part, the analysis and discussion of the 
criteria that influence the decision when choosing the optimal way of drainage of mineral raw materials 
deposits and methods of mining excavation is conducted. In the second part, the analysis and discussion 
of the criteria that influence the decision when choosing the optimal way of drainage of mineral raw 
materials deposits and methods ог mining excavation is conducted. The third part includes ће MCDM 
model, i.c. the creation of a matrix ог ratings of all criteria and sub criteria ог еасћ other and ће matrix ог 
assessments ог аП alternative solutions against аП set criteria and sub criteria. After that, mathematical 
optimization calculations are performed, and a final decision is made. 

START 

J у 
| Теат ог ехреп5 & ргобјет 
| analysis 

Mine opening & DCŽTQ;%Q 
mine dewatering – > «= | ___ MCDM 

design 8 · тоде! 
sub-criteria 3 

у 
Solution implementation 

V 

END 

Figure 1. 4lgorithm of holistic approach јот creafing а sustainable plan јот excavation and drainage ој ће Mine 
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2. METHODOLOGY - ALGORITHM DISPLAY 

Figure 2 shows a model for multicriteria decision making. A detailed description of all steps according to 
the multicriteria model (Figure 2) is presented below ог this paper. 

| Hierarchy design & assessment 

Fuzzy approach A [ Weight caciculation 

[ Aggregation рппстрје 
у 

] 

| 

| 
[ Decision & performance matrix | 

Defuzzification | | | 
Alternatives evaluation 

MCDM 

model Y 
| Senšitivity analysis — 

Final гапк , 

Еиге 2. Model јот multi-criteria decision-making апа зе!еспоп ој the орпта! drainage solution апа method of 

тте ехсауапоп 

At the beginning, ће problem is discussed, ће goal апа the factors (сткепа апа sub-criteria) that 
influence the selection of the optimal alternative are discussed. Then a matrix of criteria and sub criteria is 
made against alternatives using the FAHP scale and triangular fuzzy numbers. First, hierarchical 
structuring ог the problem 15 допе. In the next phase, ће evaluation and synthesis are performed, 1.e., 
based on available information, the expert defines the relative relationship of importance of each pair of 
discussed elements in the matrix using the FAHP scale. Therefore, the expert answers the question of 
whether and how much one ејетепе 15 better than the other. First a matrix is made where criteria аге 
evaluated relative to the goal, then a ташх where sub criteria evaluated, and then a matrix where 

alternatives are being evaluated: 

The criterion evaluation matrices are defined as follows: 

Фу % А 

4= & & д 

aml amZ атт 

1 
угћеге: а, =1 Тогеуегу i= j, (i, j=1,2,..,m) апа а, = —. 

П 

Matrices јог evaluating sub-criteria depending оп ће criteria: 

du u , 

4 - dn da O 

j 

a,aı a .. a |Ćki “? kjij 

where criterion Сј 15 composed ог kj subcriteria, 

Matrices for evaluating alternatives by comparing pairs of N alternatives т relative to еасћ ог the K sub-criteria: 

, 4 dN 

a a а 21 22 2N 
Yk = 

dyi dyy · NN 

where & =1,2,...,К , М- number of alternatives. 

In the next step, the values of the vector of weight priorities are determined, using “fuzzy extent 
analysis “. According to ће defined matrices from the previous step, ће weight priorities values are 
defined using the fuzzy synthetic evaluation for the matrices for criteria. 
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- (м+5+2(1–,1)1), А<[0]] 

where: /, 5 апа d аге elements ог ће штапријаг fuzzy number. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

During exploitation, the mine is characterized by continuous expansion, by dimensions and by 
depth, and this requires ап efficient and flexible system ог dewatering. Опе ог the key issues to be 
addressed during the fechnological process ог exploiting: mineral raw materials 15 the dewatering ог 
deposits, and therefore the defense system must be designed to provide full protection of the mine from 
the influx of groundwater in order to continue the exploitation process in terms of enabling a smooth 
process of extraction ог оге by applying опе ог ће methods ог excavation. Тће task ог ће system for 
dewatering in mincral raw тајепај5 deposits 15 (0 ensure the safety ог operations, i.c. (0 ensure dry 
condiftions ог ће lowest level о ће пипе. 

Ехатрје 1. In огдег to display ће developed algorithm апа аррју fuuzy multi-criteria 
optimization to solve problems related to mine drainage, one example was selected and presented, 
referring to ће limonite mining дерози "Buvac" from the territory ог Bosnia and Неглероуша (HBajic, 
2016; Bajic et al., 2017; Bajic & Polomcic, 2019; Bajic & Polomcic, 2020). In the geological structure of 
the "Buvac" bearing are carbon-age rocks, represented by clastic rocks: slated alevrolites, claystone and 
sandstone; while carbonate rocks such as limestone, dolomites and ankerites occur to а lesser extent. Оуег 

the carbon deposits, there's a discordant pliocen-quartenary sediment. Lower and medium carbon belong 
to both siderit and limonite ore bodies. The significance of carbonated deposits is visible in that the 
primary deposits of iron ore are tied to them. Limonite ore bodies are created by oxidation processes of 
the upper parts of siderit ore bodies, and the most prepoctic product of oxidation processes is limonite. 
Also, in part, limonite occurs in the form of compact, micropororosity aggregates, along with gethite, 
lepidorokite and hematite. т addition to being ће main component ог limonite ore, getit also emerges as 
а standalone mineral within the оге mass, while limonite rarely appears as cement 1п mining. бгессја ог 
even as an impregnation in clastic rocks. 

The planned depth of the open pit matches the depth of the limonite deposit, which is about 170 
m. Within the exploration area of the open pit "Buvac" the following types of aquifer have been taken 
into consideration: the aquifer in aluvial deposits and pliocene sands, the ore body aquifer, the karst- 
fractured aquifer in carbon rocks and waterless parts of the terrain. The problem of drainage of this open 
pit refers to the dewatering from the aluvial aquifer, i.e. the northern part ог ће open pit, and aquifer т 
the ore body (Figure 3). Common to аП alternatives 15 ап existing cut-off wall фа stretches from the еа5е 

to the south ог the mine, as well as 8 wells that drain water from ће ore body. Three drainage alternatives 
have been defined. The first alternative to the dewatering system consists of 33 wells on the north side of 
the open pit, with а total capacity ог 107 1/s. Тће second alternative is a waterproof screen, оп location 
instead ог 33 wells from the first alternative, with а total length ог 2km and а depth ог 200m. The third 
alternative 15 13 wells, a total capacity of 65 1/s and a waterproof screen 1km long and 200m deep. 

Figure 3. Mine dewatering 
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